Introduction.
The problem of minimizing a real-valued function f of several real variables is generally attacked by some variant of Newton's method for finding a zero of the gradient of f. The term variant here is meant to include any method based upon maintaining an approximation to the Hessian matrix of mixed second order partial derivatives off. When this matrix is actually computable, then Newton's method is probably the method of choice for the minimization problem.
As we shall point out in D 3, there are several things to consider when attempting to provide a practical implementation of Newton's method for general use. Not the least of these is the problem of forcing convergence of the method when a good initial guess at the solution is not available. The main purpose of this report is to describe and analyze a technique for the solution of this problem. The approach we shall present is well known. It is appropriately called a model trust region approach in that the step to a new iterate is obtained by minimizing a local quadratic model to the objective function over a restricted ellipsoidal region centered about the current iterate. The diameter of this region is expanded and contracted in a controlled way based upon how well the local model predicts behavior of the objective function. It is possible to control the iteration in this way so that convergence is forced from any starting value assuming reasonable conditions on the objective function. In fact, we shall prove some very strong convergence properties for this method in 5 4 . There it is shown that one can expect (but not ensure) that the iteration will converge to a point which satisfies the second order necessary conditions for a minimum.
The origin of this method properly lies with the work of Levenberg [17] and Marquardt [18] for nonlinear least squares calculations. The method was first discussed in connection with general minimization by Goldfeld, Quandt, and Trotter [14] . Powell [26] applied the modification in a more general situation of a quasi-Newton iteration. Hebden [15] made some important computational observations. This paper is most heavily influenced by the work of More [21] for the nonlinear least squares case.
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directions of negative curvature to accomplish various tasks such as escape from saddle points [5] , [9] , [13] , search along more general paths [13] , [19] , [22] , [23] , [31] , obtain convergence to points that satisfy second order necessary conditions [13] , [19] , [22] , [23] etc. We observe along with Gay [ l o ] , [ I l l that the method proposed here will accomplish these things in a very elegant and intuitively appealing way. It is hoped that this report will present a succinct but thorough analysis of this method. In particular, we feel it is important to clearly describe the theoretical nature of the locally constrained quadratic minimization in § 2. The analysis given in § 4 is made sufficiently general to apply to several possible implementations. These possibilities are described in 8 5 , where particular attention is paid to overcoming a practical problem of implementation exposed by the theoretical discussion in 9 2. We make an effort to offer several alternatives to implementation but shall make no recommendations until there is numerical evidence to present.
Constrained quadratic minimization.
An important portion of the unconstrained minimization procedure presented in rj 3 will be concerned with the solution of the following problem: There are some important subtleties to this problem. The purpose of this section is to give a complete discussion of the theoretical aspects of problem (2.1)and to expose the nature of the computational difficulties that may be present. Several authors have considered problem (2.1)or related problems. This problem appears implicitly as a subsidiary calculation in Levenberg-Marquardt type algorithms for nonlinear least squares [17] , [18] . The computational aspect of this calculation was fully discussed by More in [21] .A relatively early paper by Forsythe and Golub [8] 4(a)= A, where 4 ( a ) = ll(B +a~)-'~ll.
Using the eigensystem of the symmetric matrix B together with the invariance of 11.
( 1 under orthogonal transformations it is easy to show if g # 0 that c$'(cu) is a rational function with second order poles all belonging to a subset of the eigenvalues of -B.
Since lirn,,,+,4(a) = 0, it follows that (2.12) has a solution whenever A > 0 and g # 0.
We can construct a solution to problem (2.1) using a particular solution of (2.12). Let A be the smallest eigenvalue of B ; let SI = {q E Rn: Bq = Alq}; let I3 be the largest root of (2.12) when g # 0 and I3 = 0 when g = 0. If there is any q E S1such that gTq # 0 then I3 >-Al must hold. If ~E S : then -Al is not a pole of 4. Thus &(-Al) is well defined when g E S t and this is the only possibility for I3 5 -A t to occur. Put We construct a solution p to problem (2.1) by the formula where q E S1,llqll= 1, and (t) denotes pseudo-inverse [28] . Note B + A 1 must be positive semidefinite with this choice of A. Since q T (+ A I )~= 0 when A = -Al, it is easily checked that p is a solution to (2.9) and satisfies either condition (i) or (iii) of Lemma 2.8. Thus p solves (2.1) and IIpII = A whenever A1 S O . The solution given by (2.13) shows that p is not unique whenever g E S1 and 4(-Al)< A due to the arbitrary choice of sign in defining 8.
This discussion of the theoretical subtleties of solving (2.1) indicates numerical difficulties may arise when a solution to problem (2.1) is sought. The case g E ST, A = -Al in (2.13) will give rise to a very sensitive numerical problem. Any computational technique for solving (2.9) will introduce roundoff error. However, in this sensitive case, small perturbations in the quantities B, g, A can lead to large perturbations of the solution p due to the fact that B + A 1 will be nearly singular. Apparently the true nature of the difficulty here is the nonuniqueness of the solution p given by (2.13).We illustrate this point with a simple example. Let (1-77)
The perturbation gT = (1, E ) gives a solution
Clearly for any choice of sign for 8 there is a perturbation E of opposite sign such that lip -p,ll/llpll is "large". In case 77 < 0, we must have IlpII = A to solve (2.1), and we can be led to extremely different solutions as a result of error introduced by roundoff.
The convergence analysis to be given in 5 4 will depend heavily upon the following technical result concerning the amount of decrease in the local quadratic model. A geometric interpretation of the result is that, for a quadratic function, any solution p to (2.1) produces a decrease f -$(p) that is at least as much as the decrease a search along the steepest descent direction -g would provide. LEMMA2.14. Let p be a solution to (2.1). Then
A proof of this result may be found in [23] .
In fact, the inequality in Lemma 2.14 is obtained by Powell's "dog-leg" step [25] . This inequality is the main ingredient used to show the sequence of gradients tend to zero for the modified Newton's method we are about to present. The reason for solving (2.1) rather than using the dog-leg step is that second order information is used to greater advantage. This will become evident as we present some very strong convergence results in # 4.
A particular method for obtaining numerical solutions to (2.1) will be suggested in # 5 . For the moment we assume that a numerical solution p to problem (2.1) can be obtained which satisfies. The results of Lemma 2.8 imply that such a p solves the modified problem where ( -e2)h5A 5(1+ e2)A and = g +Sg with 11Sgll5 elllgl( when g # 0. In our analysis we shall assume el = e2= 0. A trivial but tedious modification of the analysis would apply to a computed step p which satisfies the above criteria. This is primarily because the crucial inequality of Lemma 2.14 will become
It is straightforward to see that the inequality of (2.16) is sufficient for purposes of the ensuing analysis, but we wish to refrain from including such complicated expressions at each stage of the analysis.
A modified Newton iteration.
A well-known method for solving the unconstrained minimization problem is Newton's method applied to finding a zero of the gradient of the objective function. However, this iteration is not suitable as a general algorithm without modification. The basic iteration is where an initial iterate xo must be specified, Vf(xk) is the gradient of f, Gk = V2f(xk) is the n x n (symmetric) Hessian matrix of mixed second partial derivatives of f. The algorithm we shall discuss will require that f is twice differentiable at any point x in the domain off and that these derivatives can be evaluated explicitly.
There are three fundamental reasons why this basic method must be modified. First, the initial iterate may have to be very "close" to a local minimizer in order to be assured that the iteration will converge. Second, even if the iteration converges to a stationary value x*(Vf(x*) = 0) there is no guarantee that x* will be a local minimizer. Third, the iterate x k +~ may not be well defined by (3.1) if the Hessian Gk is singular or it may not be a sensible move if Gk is indefinite. Our purpose here is to discuss certain theoretical properties of a modification of the basic iteration (3.1). Our approach is not a new one; however, we feel that the theoretical and numerical properties of the proposed method should be fully treated and that is the main goal of this discussion. The method we shall consider is called the model trust region method. We have already mentioned the history of this approach. The main concern here is the implementation of this type of algorithm. Therefore, this discussion is intended to apply to several possible implementations. Specific implementations are presented in § 5.
Before the iteration is defined let us set out some of the properties desired of a modified Newton iteration: a) For a sufficiently general class of functions the iteration should be well defined and convergent given any initial iterate xo. b) When the iteration converges to a point x*, this point should satisfy as many necessary conditions for a minimizer as possible. c) The modification should not detract from the local quadratic rate of (3.2) convergence enjoyed by Newton's method. d) The method should be invariant under linear affine scalings of the variables. That is, if we replace f(x) by f(w) = f(Jw + z), where J E R n x nis nonsingular and w, z E Rn,then applying the iteration to f with initial guess wo satisfying xo = Jwo+ z should produce a sequence {wk} related to the sequence {xk} by xk = Jwk+ Z, where {xk) is produced by applying the algorithm to f with initial guess xo.
The algorithm we are about to define will be shown to meet criteria a), b), c) for all practical purposes. The last criterion d) will be discussed in § 6. To begin we introduce a factorization of the Hessian matrix. Ak) where the model is considered valid. This parameter Ak will be revised during the iteration according to specific rules which are designed to force convergence of the iterates {xk}. We are potentially considering any symmetric factorization of the matrix Gk, but certain requirements should be kept in mind. For example, gf = vf(xklTJk should be easily computed either explicitly or by solving vf(xklT = gfJk1. Also, it will be an advantage if the eigensystem of Bk is relatively inexpensive to compute or if the smallest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector(s) are easy to obtain. The reason for this is that the solution to problem (2.1) will play an important role in this iteration and as we have seen the eigensystem information may be required. This is especially true at points xk where Gk is indefinite or singular. Now we are ready to define the iteration. ALGORITHM 3.3.
Let k = 1, and let 0 < q1 < q 2< 1, 0 < y1< 1< y2 be prespecified constants; (2) Let xl E Rn,A1>0 be given; There are ways to update the value of A at step 7 and step 8.2 which make better use of the information available at the current iterate xk. For example, the cubic polynomial that fits @?(a) = &(awk) by interpolating @(O), @?'(O), Q?"(O) and @(l) will have a minimum & in (0,I ) when the test at step 7 is passed. The region is contracted by setting yl = G if 4 is not "too close" to 0 or 1.Details of this type of idea appear in [4] , [8] , [12] , [18] . Similar ideas may be applied at (8.2) to obtain an expansion factor y2 2 1that depends upon available information. Other variations involving step 7 include accepting the predicted minimizer if 0 <qo5 aredlpred 5 q l but reducing the trust region. The analysis we shall perform on Algorithm 3.3 can be adapted to cover these possibilities in a fairly straightforward way. However, the gain in generality will result in a substantial loss in clarity of exposition in the analysis so we shall analyze the simple choices set forth in Algorithm 3.3.
Finally, it should be pointed out that this iteration is well defined because step 7 will produce a sufficiently small Ak to obtain ared/pred> q1 after a finite number of steps since the quadratic function t,!tk(w) is defined by the first three terms of the Taylor series for <bk(w). Our statement of the strategy is slightly different than the usual description in that xktl is always different from xk. By doing this we avoid having to distinguish between "successful" and "unsuccessful" iterates in the analysis. With this exception, the statement of the algorithm and the ensuing analysis are in the spirit of the paper presented by Powell [26]. Numerical schemes for producing the constrained quadratic minimization at step 5 will be presented in § 5 .
Convergence of the modified Newton iteration.
In this section we shall establish that some very strong convergence properties are possessed by Algorithm 3.3. The first result is a slight modification of Powell's result in [26] . Our proof is much simpler due to the fact that here second order information is explicitly available. Throughout the analysis the notation for a level set off is THEOREM 4.1. Let f : Rn+ R be bounded below and let G(x) = v2f (x) be contirtuous and satisfy IlG(x)lf a/ 3 fbr all x E ~'(xo We remark that the continuity of G ( x )is only used to obtain the numerator on the right-hand side of (4.4) ,and that the theorem can also be established without this assumption. See Powell [26] for an example.
This result has shown that at least one subsequence of { x k }converges to a critical point of f. The next result, which is due to Thomas [29] ,will establish the much stronger fact that every accumulation point of the sequence { x k }is a critical point of f. ( 1 A,, ---7) .
Y From inequality (4.8) it follows that
IIxk, -x~,+lIl+ 0 as I + a, because and the right-hand side of (4.9) is forced to zero due to (4.
8). The uniform bound on G ( . )implies the uniform continuity of V f ( x )on ~( x o ) ,
and it follows that for all j sufficiently large. Therefore,
((gk,(( 5 flIIVf(xki)ll5~( ( ( v f f (IVf(~l,+l)(() (xk,) -Vf(~l,+l)ll
for all j sufficiently large. The assumption that (IVf(xk,)((Z e >0 has led to a contradiction and we must conclude that limk+mllVf(xk)ll = 0. 0 This result has established that every limit point of the sequence { k k )satisfies the first order necessary conditions for a minimum. Now we shall establish results which give added justification to the use of second order information when it is available. Several authors [13] , [19] , [22] , [23] have proposed modified Newton methods which guarantee convergence to a critical point x* with the additional feature that the Hessian G ( x * )be positive semidefinite. Thus second order necessary conditions for a minimum are satisfied by x*. At this point we should remark that failure of this iteration to converge will require an extremely pathological situation. A moment's reflection will convince the reader that every limit point of the sequence {xk} must be a critical point of f , and f must have the same value at each of these critical points. Moreover, at least one of these critical points has a positive semidefinite Hessian.
The next result shows that every limit point of the sequence {xk) satisfies the second order necessary optimality conditions under the stronger assumption of a bounded level set containing finitely many critical points. Proof. Let x* be a limit point of {xk} with xk, + x * a convergent subsequence. Suppose that a subsequence of {~k,rl} converges to z * , with s* = z* -x* # 0. Then the corresponding subsequence of A ' k~' converges to zero since for every k "71 Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.12 shows that if there is more than one limit point of the sequence {xk} then Gix*) must be singular. 0
It would be more desirable to obtain a result that would ensure convergence of the sequence {xk) without assuming a subsequence converges to a strong local minimum. However, just extending this argument to the case of an isolated local minimum with singular Hessian would be difficult since one can no longer rely on the Newton step. Our final result will show, in conjunction with Corollary 4.13, that if there is a subsequence which converges to a strong local minimum then the entire sequence converges, and ultimately, the rate of convergence is quadratic. Since xk + X*with V f ( x * ) = 0 ,it follows that I I G ( x k ) -'~f (xk)(l <ahK, so the Newton step is accepted for all k sufficiently large. Hence the tail of the sequence { x k }is the unmodified Newton iteration which is quadratically convergent to x* since G ( x * )is positive definite [24,p. 4211 . U While these results hold little computational meaning in the presence of roundoff error, it is satisfying to have established such strong results about the iteration. This is especially true since the method has such an intuitive appeal. Our aim in this section has been to establish these theoretical results in a framework that is general enough to encompass many possible implementations. We shall consider some of these implementations in the next section.
Implementation.
Numerical performance of the algorithm described in 9 3 and analyzed in 9 4 is obviously going to depend upon a careful implementation of the locally constrained minimization of the quadratic model. In $ 2 we pointed out several theoretical facts that indicate great care should be exercised in this computation. In this section we shall put forth several possible implementations. Each of these will have certain advantages and disadvantages depending upon the nature of the optimization problem at hand. The convergence theory provided in $ 4 was purposely made sufficiently general to apply to all of the alternative implementations to be presented here.
Our main concern is to provide an efficient and stable method for the solution of problem (2.1).To this end we consider factorizations of the symmetric n x n matrix G . We are assuming that llJ((, IIJP'((5 a, where a > 1 is some fixed number that is independent of G . Recall that the matrix B is also symmetric and must have the same inertia as G . Some specific examples are: (a) J orthogonal and B diagonal; (b) J orthogonal and B tridiagonal; (c) J T = L-'P, where L is unit lower triangular, P is a permutation matrix and B is either tridiagonal [ I ] or block diagonal with I x 1 or 2 x 2 diagonal blocks [2] .We shall also consider the case when J is just a diagonal nonsingular matrix.
If the eigensystem of B is easily obtained (i.e., in case (a) or case (c) when B is block diagonal) then we are able to solve problem (2.1) directly by solving the nonlinear equation (2.12) for the largest root and then constructing a solution to (2.1) using formula (2.13). This method of solution has the particular advantage that the case when g E St is explicitly revealed. (Recall S1= {q E R": Bq = Alq), where A l is the smallest eigenvalue of B.)
A disadvantage of using factorization (a) is that it is relatively expensive to compute. One of the reasons for introducing generality into the model trust region calculation was to allow use of the Bunch-Parlett factorization [2] . This factorization is very efficient due to the fact that symmetry is exploited. The matrix B for this factorization has an eigensystem that is easily computed. Moreover, the matrices J satisfy the criteria (IJ(1, ( l~-' l ( Z a, so in theory all of the results of § 4 apply. There may be some cause for concern regarding the effect of the transformation J on the descent direction, because the triangular coordinate system may be very skewed even though the matrix J is well conditioned.
Nevertheless, our main concern with either of these factorizations is the efficient and reliable solution to an equation of the form for the largest root A. The left-hand side of (5.1) is precisely the form of 4(a)= l\(B + a~)~' g \ I in (2.12) regardless of whether or not B is diagonal. Several authors [15] , [21] , [27] discuss the solution of equations that closely resemble (5.1). The key observation is that Newton's method which is based on a local linear approximation to 4(a) is not likely to be the best method for solving (5.1) because the rational If the form of 4 ( a ) is known explicitly then it is straightforward to safeguard (5.1). The local rate of convergence of this iteration is quadratic but the most important feature of (5.1) is that usually the number of iterations required to produce an acceptable approximation to A is very small because the iteration is based upon the rational structure of q52.
Iteration (5.2) can be implemented without explicit knowledge of the eigensystem of B. This important observation which is due to Hebden [15] makes it possible to implement (5.2) merely by solving linear systems with B +a1 as the coefficient matrix. This is easy to see since & ( a ) = llp,jl, and 4 ' ( a ) = where
( B+ a I ) p = -g. Hebden [15] suggests a way to obtain cu > -Al during the process of attempting to compute the Cholesky factorization of B +aI. This is discussed in more detail by Gay in [lo] where the difficult case g E S: is addressed. Within this context we could allow J to be taken as a nonsingular diagonal matrix for scaling purposes.
MorC has used this idea in his adaptation of Hebden's work to the nonlinear least squares problem [21] . The result of MorC's work is a very elegant robust algorithm for nonlinear least squares. In [21] careful attention is paid to safeguarding the step calculation. The safeguarding task is somewhat more difficult in the present setting due to the fact that B may have negative eigenvalues. The essential difficulty seems to stem from the fact that without explicit knowledge of the eigensystem it is difficult to detect the case g E S:. Moreover, it seems to be necessary to have an estimate of the smallest eigenvalue and a corresponding eigenvector in order to obtain a solution to (2.1) ih case g E S: (see (2.13) ). This was recognized by Hebden but he did not provide a suitable solution. Gay [lo] suggests obtaining an eigenvector using inverse iteration if the case g E S: is detected because a factorization of the (nearly) singular matrix B + A I will be available.
Here we suggest an alternative to the methods which have been proposed previously. In the following we are considering J to be diaginal nonsingular matrix. Let us return to the derivation of iteration (5.2). Another way to obtain this iteration is to apply Newton's method to the problem.
From this observation we can see that iteration (5.2) is closely related to Newton's method applied to the problem where we use the notation r ( p , a )= B,p +g with B, = B +aI. There is a serious disadvantage to this iteration when g E S: or nearly so. This is because the Jacobian of (5.4) is and this matrix is singular at a solution A, p, of (2.1) in the sensitive case g~ s: , IIB:gll< A, where A = -Al.
Of course, this situation impairs the local rate of convergence. Moreover, as the iteration converges to such a solution the method requires solving linear systems which have increasingly ill-conditioned coefficient matrices.
As an alternative, we suggest removing the explicit dependence of 4(a)on the variable a in (5.4). Instead of (5.4) we shall apply Newton's method to solve Due to Lemma 2.8 a solution a = A , p = p , to (5.6) provides a solution to problem (2.1) whenever BAis positive (semi) definite and A 2 0. The Jacobian of (5.6) is and this matrix is nonsingular at a solution to (2.1) in the cases that are most likely to occur. This is important since it follows that Newton's method applied to (5.6) will usually enjoy a quadratic rate of convergence. A precise statement of when (5.7) is nonsingular at a solution is given in the following lemma. Obtain an initial guess po and a. such that B o = B,, is positive definite; (2) f o r k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
P lpk 1) rk=Bkpk+g; pk=-(II~kll=A);
A 2) Solve
We must address several computational questions concerning this iteration. These include what initial guess should be used, how to solve the linear systems at step 2.2, how to safeguard the basic iteration and finally how to stop the iteration.
First of all we shall discuss some methods for solving the linear system at step 2.2. For matrices B that are of moderate size and those which have no particular structure we recommend the following. Compute an orthogonal matrix Q through a product of Householder transformations such that 0 Q O I)(,;
where T is tridiagonal and e: = (0, . . . , 0 , 1). The details of this factorization are given in Algorithm 1.2 of Stewart's book [28] . Initially this factorization is more expensive than some alternatives (such as the Bunch-Kaufman [3] factorization). When these stopping rules are in effect the remarks at the end of § 2 will apply.
Therefore, the analysis of 0 4 will apply to the modified Newton iteration when the step is computed in the way described here.
Conclusions.
The main purpose of this work has been to discuss the theory of the model trust region modification of Newton's method with an aim towards understanding the best way to implement it. Because of this goal we introduced sufficient generality into the analysis so that it would apply to many possible implementations based upon various factorizations of the Hessian matrix. Results similar to the second order properties given in § 4 have been stated without proof by Gay in [ l l ] . Very recently Fletcher [7, pp. 78-80] gave proof of the existence of an accumulation point of { x k )which satisfies first and second order necessary conditions. He also showed that if this accumulation point satisfied second order sufficiency conditions then the sequence { x k }will converge. The results given here are stronger, and we have also introduced the more general analysis which allows for many variations on a practical implementation of the method. It is of particular interest to give the strongest possible results because no proof has been given that ensures convergence of the entire sequence (unless we make the assumption of a nonsingular Hessian at any critical point). This is despite the fact that the situation would have to be extremely pathological even in theory for convergence not to occur.
The basic ideas for possible implementations we have set forth in § 5 are new alternatives which have been directed towards overcoming the theoretical difficulties of the locally constrained quadratic minimization discussed in § 2. In particular, we considered using the Bunch-Parlett factorization, and we also considered basing our method of solution on a more properly posed problem. It will be interesting to examine the behavior of these implementations in practice.
Finally, we have not overcome the problem of invariance under linear affine scalings of the variables. There is sufficient generality in the method to introduce uniformly bounded diagonal scalings of the variables. Ways to choose these scalings has been discussed by Fletcher [5] , Gay [ll] and MorC [21] . It is most appropriate to note here that the reason is that our method of proof of convergence is essentially based upon not doing worse than steepest descent at any step and this introduces a term that makes calculation of the step scale dependent. Nevertheless, we expect good performance on practical problems especially in the case that the variables can be well scaled.
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